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A simple analytical model of the edge piassra with high re-

cycling, which rslys on the presence of a saall parameter - the

ratio of the particle flows crossing the magnetic field to tho-

se impinging onto the divertor target„ is proposed. A concept

of the One-dimensional Steady State (OSS) Is introduced as the

zero approximation in the small parameter* The mean number den-

sity N of the particles - ions plus neutrals - in the magnetic

flux tube is choosen as the most representative and convenient

,. parameter of the problem. The OSS are shown to be anbiguous in

some N range for sufficiently high values of the energy flow

entering ths scrape-off layer from the bulk plasma. The ambigu-

ity is confirmed with 1-D calculations. An equation, that des-

cribes a quasi-steady variations in OSS, is derived and a mecha-

nism of exciting the self-sustained oscillations is developed.

The mechanism is connected with a specifity of the neutral gas

transport in the edge plasma and the ambiguity of the OSS. Be-

sults of the 2-D simulation of the edge plasma oscillations are

found to be in a good agreement with this mechanism, which co-

uld be responsible for the H-node oscillations observed ia the

divertor experiments»
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I» Introduction

Recent experiments on the ASDEX and PDX tokamaks with polo-

idal divertors have shown the H-modes \\,2~\ , ensuring good pla-

sma confinement, to be accompanied with regular oscillations of

the edge plasma parameters [2-6] • These oscillations are obser-

ved as periodic bursts of the Uj_ emission and the plasma density

in the divertor volume, and they are accompanied with large flu-

ctuations of the target heat load. The nature of the oscillati-

ons is not yet clear. In limiter discharges, fluctuations of pla-

sma density and Uj_ emission are also observed when the dense pla-

sma forma near the limiter \7~[ •

In the papers £в—10Д , authors attempted to explain theore-

tically such a behaviour of the edge plasma, but they failed to

obtain the whole picture of the oscillation development.

Nevertheless significant progress in the understanding of

physical processes occuring in the edge plasma has recently be-

en made. In particular, it was shown in fi^l that the energy

transfer along magnetic field to the divertor target in the ed-

ge plasma of a sufficiently high density is dominated by the

heat conduction. This leads to a non-linear dependence of the

plasma density at the target on that at the symmetry plane, the

plasma temperature at the symmetry plane proving weakly depen-

dent on the heating power. Such a model is corroborated with

both experimental data £з! and two-dimentsional computations

Pl1-iVj. However, only steady models of the divertor operation
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were considered in the two-dimensional modelling studies up to

now. Compensation of the plasma flow, entering the scrape-off

layer across the separatrix, with the backflow of neutral parti-

cles was studied in several papers Г''б-'191 • Dependence of plas-

ma paramet
e
j?s in the layer on the value /^ of incoming plasma

flow was shown to be able to be ambiguous.

One of the main results of the experimental and theoretical

investigations of the edge plasma behaviour i3 that the energy

flow to the target is concentrated close to the separatrix, for-

ming rather narrow layer of dense and relatively hot plasma (the

core). In conditions of high recycling, the neutral particles

originated from the plasaia recombination at the target are loca-

lized in the diverCor volure just near the target.

Provided the particle flow in the core onto the target gre-

atly exceeds those across the layer, which are responsible for

the particle exchange between the core and surrounding plasma,

and the plasma parameter variations are sufficiently slow, a si-

mple model of the edge plasma can be proposed. The model ref-

lects the general features of the last and describes a mechanism

of the self-sustained oscillations in the poloidal divertor f2OJ

It is covenient to introduce the concept of mean particle - ions

plus neutrals - density W in the magnetic flux tube. To a zaro

approximation, with transversal particle flows neglected toge-

ther with particle absorption at the target, a steady distributi-

on of plasma and neutral gas parameters along the field line de-

pends, at fixed conditions, on the N value. It should be noticed,

that - the /g dependence of the solution was found in Fi8j to be

weak. Quasi-steady variation of these distributions due to the
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particle transport across the layer can be obtained from the pe-

rturbation theory. As will be seen from the following, the spe-

cificity of dependence of steady states and transport processes-

ses on the s value can cause the appearance of self-excited oscil-

lations. Such an oscillation mechanism is in. a good agreement

with results of two-dimensional computational modelling and it

may be responsible for the non-stationarities observed in experi-

ment.

The behaviour of the edge plasma only in a tokamak with the

poioidal dievertor is considered in the present paper for unam—

blguity» However some of the results obtained below have wider

applications, and they can. be used when limlter dischax-ges are

oonslie.reo .

GccEi-i.i.y of the problem is assessed and general features of

biie simplified, siodol of the edge plasma arc disbursed in sec.II;

aiialylica!! solution of the one-dimensional, tine—independent

problem i;"• floated in sec.IIIj results of computations of one--

diiueiiSionaT steady states are given in sec.IV; quasi—steady tra-

nsport processes and mechanism of generating the self-sustained

o.-~i iljatienc are considered in sec.V; results of two-dimensional

соnpu:,er-modelling of the oscillations in the INTQR divertor are

given in secoVI; results are discussed in sec.VII.

11. Model of the Sdge Plasma

Following £i1,12] consider the geometry of the plasma edge

in the simplest approximation, replacing the real magnetic sur-

faces, Fig.1, with straight field lines inclined at a constant

angle Ij/" -£.< 1 with respect to the target plane, Pig.2. x,y and

a axes in Pig»2 are directed in the toroidal, poioidal and nor-



mal-to-the-magnetic-surface directions, respectively* S is the

symmetry plane of the edge plasma layer, d is the target.

An energy flow Qg, entering the scrape-off layer from the

bulk plasma, is partly dissipated in exitation and ionization of

the neutral atoms (we neglect both hydrogen moleculae and impuri-

ties), and partly delivered to the chamber wall and target with

plasma particles. The core ("K" region in Fig.2) - rather narrow

layer Of the relatively hot, dence plasma - forms, surrounded

with cool plasma ("C" region in Fig.2) £»,12j . STote that prac-

tically all the heat flow delivered to the target is transferred

within the core.

Let the core thickness, Д ^ , be sufficiently large, so that

the ionization length of a neutral particle in the core, 1
N
, is

significantly smaller than Л
к
. This assumption is eguivalent to

that of a great excess of the particle flow impinging onto the

target over particle flows between the core and both surrounding

cool plasma and the bulk plasma. Then the solution can be found

by the small-parameter expansion with £ * • £/y/Av£<{. a s t n e P*~

rameter. Assume at first the parameters of the edge plasma to be

uniform along the toroidal direction у . To a zero approximation,

particle exchange between the magnetic flux tubes can be neglec-

ted, and the solution of the stationary one-dimensional problem

with fixed nuEiber of particles, ions plus neutrals, can be lo-

oked for. In this case the distribution of the plasma and neutral

gas parameters along the magnetic field Ъ will be determined only

by the energy flow along В • Show that at 4*<K1, the role of the

neutral component, which is strongly localized near the target

(the "D* zone in the core region), is reduced to dissipating the

/?•: •



energy flow entering
 M
D

N
 , and it*s effect on the redistribution

of energy flow от the x direction can be neglected*

Really, terms describing the energy losses due to the radi-

ation, ( o€/8t )g,and due to the neutral component transport,

( S& /8t )i t c a n D e represented ass

R ~ £К«лУ О)

($£/$i)f ~ ЪМТ/Л2

К (2)
wheret В is the effective energy and K

R
 effective rate of radia-

tion processes) n, N are the densities of plasma and atoms; T

is the temperature; D • 2T/U-K
QX
 is the diffusivity of atoms in

the plasma; M is their mass; К is the resonance charge-exchan-

ge rate. The diffusion approximation was used to describe atomic

particles in Sq.(2).

JPind from Eqs.(1.2)i

(5)

whero B. ~%> 30 eV is the mean energy lost per electron impact

louization (we neglect the multistep ionisation (2i]here).

Thus profile of the energy flow forms in the "T" region of

the core under competition between the transversal transport and

longitudinal heat conduction in the plasma (convective energy

transport along magnetic field in the "T" region can be neglec-

ted, J11-14J ). A partial energy dissipation occurs in the
 H
D

M

«one, where redistribution of energy flow over the x direction

is insignificant due to the small size of the zone, /4 **• /, .



To describe the processes of transport of energy and partic-

les within the core, introduce the quantity

representing the mean particle density in the Magnetic flux tube

Intersecting the target plane at the point (x,y). Here Lf is

the length of the field line from the symmetry plane to the tar-

get.

To a zero approximation in £ K , the distribution of parame-

ters of both the plasma and the neutral component along the mag-

netic field (one-dimensional steady state, G) is deteunined by

the N value together with the values of energy flows along В

with electrons (q.'') and ions (q?) of the plasma in the
 И
Т" re-

gion t

where lg is the coordinate oriented along B.

The heat flows q!'
 4
 are in turn found from the heat conduc-

e
t
x

tion equations!

where "q̂  ̂  are the normal to a components of energy flows deter-

mined by the plasma parameters (5); Q
e i
 takes into account an

energy exchange between electrons and ions.

The equation, governing variations in N and allowing for the

particle transport in both ion and neutral components (see sec*

V), completes this system of equations (5»6).



Thus, in presence of the small parameter, Kz«1
t
 the suffi-

ciently simple model of the edge plasma, which in fact reduces

the dimension of the problem with introduction of the One-dimen-

sional Steady States (OSS), can be proposed.

III. One-dimensional Steady States. Analytical Treatment.

Consider the dependence of steady states (5) on the N and

q^ ^ value?. Simplify the model described in sec.II, and assume

the temperatures of electrons, ions and neutrals on the field li-

ne interval within the "D" zone to be constant and equal to T
d
.

In the quasiuniform approximation, behaviour of the plasma and

atoms in this zcne obeys the equations of balance of energy and

density of plasma and atoms»

- Кг £и = (8)

( 9 )

N. arewheret Kj is the electron impact ionization rate;

fcha densities of plasma and atoms in the "D
M
 zone; D^ is the dif-

fwsivity of atoms in the "D" zone plasaa; 0. =v£(2L + V* )/M ie
u e x

the sound speed; /6 is a factor, determined by parameters of pla-

sma near the target and by reflection coefficients, which descri-

bes the energy transfer to the target (изиа11уув SS1T5)J q-i* *be

heat flux entering the "D" zone.

Q?he plasma flow velocity near the target is taken to be ne-

arly equal to the sound speed in Eqs.(7-9).

In the "T" zone, the plasma flow velocity to the zero appro-

ximation in 4^ is equal to zero, hence the plasma pressure P is



constant* Then find from the matching conditions between the "D"

and
 И
Т

И
 zonest

= П (X) [T
e
 csi) *T

t
 СхУ\ « f 2 m -«• Уа ) Ti (10)

The Z-coordinate dependence of T_
 H
 is determined by the correspo-

nding equation of heat conductions

5
where j=e,i| V^ ^*7j is the correoponding longitudinal heat co-

nductivity £22} ; q(s) я (q* + q£) sin у is the heat flux along

the z axis, q(O) s q
o
; 'frfe) ie it's fraction carried by j-

th component of the plasma*

Sue to the integral dependence of the electron and ion tem-

peratures on the z-distributlon of the heat flux q.(z") and fractions
e x a c t

 shape of q(z), 7^ (z) functions affects the re-
sult weakly» so we assume q(z) » q

Q
 and fi* IT *

c
°ast to simp-

lify the calculations. Ihen obtain from (11)

•here «
а < а

 2 3t

Substituting Sq (12) into Bq (10) and asaaaiag ^
Д

find from Sqs, (7-10) the following relationship between the N

density and T
d
 temperatures



where» £. • 2 / £ Т / £ « • ft"*)/'? ] ; Bd ie th. мал energy
loss per an atom ionization in the "D" zone; Ь » Lg SinTfT

The first term in the right-hand side of Bq..(13) describee

the contribution to the ST of the particle* being in the "T
M
 zone

(Nip), and the second one is the ваше of the particles being in

the "D
H
 zone (N^)«

Аз follows from 3q (12), the N(T
d
) dependence for sufficie-

ntly high values of q
Q
 is of N - like form, that is connected

with a dissipation of the heat flux q^ in the electron impact io-

nization and excitation of recycling atoms (J5, in Eq (13)* In this

case, two branches of stable OSS (dN/dT
d
<0) can be distinguished»

the high temperature branch, where I?*N,j,, and the low-temperatu-

re one, where ff« N^. At the high-temperature branch(T^^E^b-SOeV)

the bulk of the heat flow qu i
3
 delivered to the target, while

at the low-teniperature one (T
d
 JL 5 eV) it dissipates in radiati-

ve collisions.

Note that the ambiguous steady states given by Rj. (13) are

of a local nature, i.e. they can be localized at the magnetic fi-

eld line to the approximation оТ.^^Л, But tht» ambiguity ot the

edge plasma parameter dependence on the i£ flow value, found in

/i6-19j, is of an integral nature in view of an integrality of

the neutral particle backflow balancing /g • Apart from this, the

main cause of ambiguity in £16-19} is the shape of the ionizati—

on rate Kj dependence on electron temperature, while the ambigu-

ity in Eq (13) is connected with the presence of the heat flow

dissipation in radiative collisions. Moreover, the two branches

of the solution £i6-19] correspond to different values of neutral

flows into both the pumping system and the bulk plasma. So in a



real tokanak, such an aabiquity is eliminated with a choice of

pumping/fuelling conditions.

The threshold value q»of q^ which an ambiguity in OSS is

possible above, and corresponding value X
#
 of IJ are found аз а

3fsolution of the equation d3 0* Under 1 condition,

dependences onTjT and >£ are:the

C 1 5 )

where %H , Nfr are factors which, as follows froa numerical so-

lution of ££.(15), are approxiEately equal to

^ » 2.5 105./ ca"1

^ « 2.5 1015ca~2

Note that Eqj? (14-15) are approximate, and the exact profi-

les of q (z) and 3~(z) n u G t o e taken into account for the more

accurate evaluation of q* and N* • We do not also allow for the

•Mltistep processes that increase the ionization and excitation

rates and reduce the E. and 2, values \2Л\ • However, as follows

from Bq(1J), allowance for these factors can lead only to a reduc-

tion in the threshold values q^ , ;?*. , not changing the general

picture* Note also that the plasma fluid velocity near the target,

1Q. , can be somewhat lower than the sound speed fi2] because

of the viscosity term in the momentum equation. This causes a fa-

ctor et sC^/V^ to appear in the first term in the right-hand si-

de of the Eq. (13), what in turn affects the q^ value (a factor

of oC
7 / 5

. appears in Bq.(14)).



IV. One-dimensional Steady States. Computation Results.

To examine the OSS dependence on the IT and o^ values, as ob-

tained from the analytical treatment (sec .HI ) , the behaviour of

the plasma and neutral gas in the zero approximation in ̂
 t
have

been studied numerically»

In the course of this, a magnetic flux tube was choosen in

the edge plasma (see Fig.2), where the "и was fixed. The flows of

the plasma and neutrals at tho S plane were set to be zero, and

a particle absorption at the target was neglected together with

a parameter dependence on the эс,у coordinates.

Tho plasma flow along; field lines was taken to obey the

two-tecperature fluid aquations £22} • The atonic component was

treated also in the franev/ork of the fluid equations £23} , ta-

king account of the resonant charge-exchange -.vith plasaa ions

and the electron iapact ionization, instead of using the Monte-

Carlo method £i1-14-J . The boundary conditions for the atoas at

the target surface were sa'c with both the plasaa recombination

and the particle energy losses at the wall reflections taken in-

to account. The plasma flow velocity at the target was specifi-

ed to be the sound speed. Atomic process rates and particle re-

flection coefficients used were the same as in [11,12} • The ste-

ady solutions were obtained with use of the relaxation method.

The total heat flow at the S plane was taken to be equal to a ,

as in Sec.Ill, and у=2/3.

Calculations have been done for the values of Sin "for = 0.08,

L = 48 cm; the q_ and W values were widely varied.

The obtained dependences of the electron temperature at the

target, T
Q
, on the N value at different values of o_ and L are

11



giren in Fig.% The analytical dependences of N(T
d
)

t
 3q.(13), are

also plotted there for the choosen parameter values (/3=2) as

well as fcr the INTOR - like parameters Ji8*] s Sin.y=0.05, L -

о
a 570 cm, o.

o
 в 1 kW/cm .

Is seen from Fig.2, the computations confirm both the prese-

nce of the ambi uity in the 5Г dependence of OSS at sufficiently

high -: values, and the L dependence of the threshold values q
H
,

1f̂  . The divergence between the analytical curve N (T,) end the

computational results for the high T^ values can be related to

the/S dependence on the ion and electron temperatures*

In Fig.4, the plasma pressure in the S plane, P^ (s)
t
 and

neutral gas pressure at the target, PS(N), are plotted for the

various ĝ j values. It follows from the Fig.4, that the p° pres-

sure drops in transition from the high-temperature branch of the

solution to the low-temperature one. This is also in a good ag-

reement with results of the previous section. Really, under the

heat conduction mechanism of the energy transfer and in conditi-

on of T-(L) » T
s
(0)

t
 the plasma temperature at the S plane but

see expression (12). So

)'-;^. As the n (L) va-

lue decreases in the transition from the high-temperature branch,

where iNJpeslT, to the low-temperature one, where *N
T
 £ N * N^, the

plasma pressure P*j reduces accordingly. Note that the neutral

pressure Pff sharply increases in such a transition.

Therefore the numerical studies of the OSS confirm the re-

sults of the analytical treatment.

V. Quasy-steady transport processes. A mechanism of exciting

self-sustained oscillations.

Consider now a transport of particles-ions and neutrals -

weakly depends on the T.(0)»

the P® pressure is determined only by

12



betweea the different flux tubes, which leads to variations in

the N value. As pointed in the Sec.II, this allows to complete

the model of the edge plasma considered in the given paper.

Assume the particle transport to be slow, so that the para-

meters of the plasma and neutrals within the field tube* are olo-

se to the corresponding OSS, that is the characteristic parame-

ter gradients in the x and у directions are small s £,«4 к , ^

( Ai is the charaoteristio scale length of a parameter inhomoge-

neuity along the у axis).

Then an equation for N can be obtained by integrating the

continuity equations for ions and neutrals along the В (z,y)

field line»

where

A A/ A P
 a r e

 *
n e
 dif

f u s
i°

n
 fluxes of neutrals and ions along

the x axis caused by a parameter inhomogeneuity along the x di-

rection; Jy t Jtf
 axe

 *
b e
 neutral fluxes along the у and

z directions connected correspondingly with carrying the neutral

gas with the plasma flowing along the magnetic field, and with

the baclc-flow of the recycling neutrals originated in the plasma

recombination at the target*

The expressions for the 1 #• , J« fluxes in the approxi—

%.p mation of the fluid description of the neutral component

|̂ x have the form»

Ш, ; c*> ТЧ э n (is)
Щ$%: op = — Dp : r - ^

к-f 13



Here2 D is the plasma diffusivity across the magnetic field,

term proportional to oi
o
 represents the thermal force; at rather

low temperatures, when the resonant charge-exchange cross-secti-

on can be accepted as independent of the relative velocities of

colliding particles, cL
o
 =0«235»

Substituting the parameters of plasma and neutral gas, ob-

tained in the zero approximation in t>
K
 4< 1, into Eqs.(17-19)

and remembering that their distribution along the field line is

the functional (5) of И and g£ ± dg)» obtain*

if- **** ff- <*
P U

where D» = Dg + Dg plays a role of the diffusivity arid &g does

that of the Is' transport velocity;

The last two terms in Eq.(20) are related to an inhomogenuity

of q* A (lb) in the x,y directions respectively.

In Fig.5 are presented the Djj- (If) and %(Ы) functions as

If calculated relying on the results of Sec.HI. The negative valu-

||: es of Dft, which correspond to the high-temperature branch of the

14



ambiguous OSS, is worthy of attention. This phenomenon i3 con-

nected with a specific dependence of the neutral pressure profi-

le in OSS on the "s value, and it can be qualitatively explained

in the following manner*

The neutral density distribution along the z axis, to the

zero approximation in £ and in a diffusion approach, has a formi

W)-N. escp [- fn (MmK^Jt ]
Assume n(z) -c= n. in the "D" zone and neglect the temperature de-

pendence of the К and Kj rates (what is justified at tempera-

tures T^ %, 20 eV corresponding to the high-temperature branch,

Fig.3). Then using 3q.(13) with й
а
3

т
, obtain from 3qs, (7-9)x

where Q^ 2
 ace
 s<"ae constants deteiainod by K

e
 , Kj and q va-

lues.

Substituting expression (25) into 3q.(22), find

I

Thus the negative values of DS- are connected with the non-

linear N dependence of the plasma density near the target,

n
d ~ *

 a t t J i e
 biSk-'teniperature branch of the OSS which'gives

rise to a strongly peaked neutral pressure profile with the N

value increasing.
X

Note that, as seen from Sig.5» even for the plasma diffu-
4
\ sivities D of order of the Bohm's one and the lengths L and

15



plasma temperatures specific for ЮТШ, / DJ| j > Bg and the effec-

tive diffusivitj Dg is governed by the neutral component tran-

sport.

In case of the model <jj| * (1
B
) profiles, considered in Sees.

III, IV, the ( дМ/OZ L»nd ( оЛГ/OtJg terms can

be represented ast

— -2L Ъл •%•

(27)

f r 4L
St/г " ^ /• V <28>

where

I

In the course of this, the equation (20) will take the form*

16



The К dependence of the quantity A a D /Dsy» «8 obtained txom toe

numerical results, is also given in flg.5«

Eqs.(6,20) allow, in principle, to obtain a stationary pic-

ture of the edge plasma behaviour. However, the negative values

of the effective diffusivity can make these solutions unstable,

and their combination with the ambiquity of OSS may cause the

self-sustained oscillations.

He ally, let the q. flux uninform and N be Independent of

y. Then, as follows from Sq.(20), the N* (x) distribution is un-

stable at a negative value of Djf. While at low q
o
 values the in-

crease in If leads to & smooth transition into the low-tenperatu-

re regime, where Djr is positive and instability is suppressed,

&* % > 4j» tbe self-excited oscillations occur. The N increase

leads to a jump from the high-temperature branch of OSS to the

low-temperature one* As a result, the neutral pressure sharply

increases; the effective diffusivity changes a sign, see Pig.5;

the If value decreases; the transition occurs to the high-tempe-

rature branch, where D^ is negative; N increases again; e.t.c.

Naturally the equation (20), derived on the assumption of a smo-

oth variation of the plasma and neutral parameters, fails to

describe the detail of the dynamics of the transitions between

the two branches of the solution, but it points direction of the

process.

Show now that negative values of Dfi can cause the instabi-

lity of the steady state solutions of Eqs.(6,20) also when the

heat flux profiles, о ., are self-consistent.

Let the diffusivity and heat conductivity of plasma across

17



the magnetic field be such, that

?i,
t
- = "b* ъ R» (52)

where % is a heat conductivity which will be taken constant be-

low. Then, neglecting the Q
e i
 terms in Eqs.(6), derive the fol-

lowing expression for ql -t J

fct
 e
# a - 4 J A» 4i Pp (35)

In JEq.(35) we have used the constancy of the plasma pressure along

the field line in the "T" zone (see Sec.III).

The only difference between 3q.03) and the case considered

in Sees III, IV is that here the heat fluxes q. л are aoscant in

the symmetry plane, and they increase as L-z along with approa-

ching the "D" zone. This leads to insignificant variations in the

numerical parameters in the Hq.(15) not touching tlie essence. So,

for the simplicity we shall take below that

and the relation between plasma parameters and К and q values

is given by Bq.(13).

Linearize Eqs.O1,54) with respect to small perturbations

t>N , oq
Qt
 assuming a perturbation wavelength to be much less then

the characteristic scale length of the steady state solutions of

Eqs.01,34). Find from (31,34)s

( 3 5 )

18



Obtain the following dispersion relation from Eqs.05.56)»

(37)

The A quantity is positive at the high-temperature branch

(Pig.5). The В value can be found with use of P = P? "~ lT ,

(see Sec.III). Then В * 7/2, and the instability growth rate,

see Bq.(37), is positive.

Smilarly it can be shown that С « -5/7 Cjy and perturbati-

ons are conveyed in the toroidal direction with the velocity of

~ 7/2 Cg.

Therefore the account of the <l
o
(x,y) profiles does not eli-

minate the instability of the steady state solutions of Sqs.(6,

20) at negative values of the effective diffuslvity DK.

VI. Self-3ustained-oscillations Mode of the Poloidal Divertor

Operation. 'Two-Dimensional Computer Modelling.

Self-sustained oscillations in the course of the poloidal

divertor operation have been observed in two-dimensional computer

modelling of the INTOH edge plasma l_2o\ • Geometry of the problem

corresponded to Fig.2 (SinSdT =0.05), and the parameters were as-

sumed to be uniform in the toroidal (y) direction. The plasma was

described with a system of the two-dimensional fluid equations

with anomalous transport across the magnetic field taken into ac-

count. The boundary conditions were specified as:

- given values of energy and particle fluxes from the bulk

plasma across the separatrix;

- zero pedestal conditions at the side walls;

- conditions of matching the hydrodynamical flows of partic-

les, momentum and energy with the kinetic ones at the Debye

sheath near the target (the distribution functions allo-
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wing for the presence of a ncutralizer surface and corres-

ponding electric field were used to determine the kinetic

fluxes.

Neutral atoms were simulated by means of the Monte-Carlo method»

The molecular fraction of the neutral gas was neglected. The to-

tal ion flow, reaching the target and chamber walls, was assumed

bo be rejected back as the neutral atoms. The elope of the target

with respect to the poloidal magnetic field was simulated by tur-

ning, at the proper angle (45° in the present case), the scatte-

ring indicatrix of neutrals leaving the target. This causes the

appearance of a directed neutral flow across the layer and sone-

what complicates the picture. The "gas bag" model £12} , which

ast. =ias the plasma stream within the divertor volume to be sur-

rounded by the neutral gas of a given density and temperature,

have been used as the boundary condition for neutrals. Such a iao~

del is the most adequate to the ASDK2C experiment conditions, whe-

re the plasma fan in the divertor chamber is surrounded by a la-

rge volume filled with neutral gas. In our case, this model have

been choosen to simplify the calculations. The multistep atomic

processes £21 ]| were not taken into account.

Regular oscillations of the plasma parameters with a signi-

ficant amplitude have been found in the core near the target.

The analytical model (Sec.Ill) gives an ambiguous OSS for the sa-

me parameter values, hence the self-suctaiaed oscillations, in

accordance with the mechanism described above, can be expected.

In Fig.6 is given the temporal evolution of temperature of

electrons and density of the plasma and neutrals near the target,

as well as the N value, near the separatrix surface. The neutral
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density distribution across the layer at the target in the two

instants is also shown there. The density profiles of the neutral

gas are seen to be in a qualitative agreement with the results of

the previous section ensuring both its supply during the density

rise and its removal from the core at the phase of the density

reduction, '"he divergence between the If values, one from Pig.5

and another corresponding to the transition between the two bra-

nches of the OSS from Fig*3» can be attributed to the lower flu-

id velocity in the two-dimensional calculations, /2Cr— O.2-f0*5 Cd*

These values come to a good agreement with inserting the factor

d— 5 into 2<j.(15), see See.III. 'Jhe temporal evolution of the

neutral density profile at the target is shown in Fig.7. A smo-

oth transition from the peaked profiles to the hollow ones and

backwards, in correspondence with the variation of the oscilla-

tion phase is clearly seen. Finally, the oscillation dynamics in

the ( if , T r ) phase plane is shown in Fig. 8. All these results

display a good agreement with the qualitative picture of the

self-sustained oscillations developed above.

Oscillations of the power radiated from the divertor volume

with neutral hydrogen, as well as the power delivered to the tar-

get with charged particlee, are shown in Fig.9« The peak of the

line radiation power is seen bo exceed significantly the power

entering the scrape-off layer from the bulk plasma* This result

does not contradict the experimental data \b~\ ; more detailed

information on the experiment conditions is needed for the quanti-

tative comparison*

Asymmetry of neutral scattering at the target, as well the

presence of the "gas bag", make it difficult to interpret the re-
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suit in terms of the effective diffusion* Nevertheless Fig.10,

where the gradient of the mean particle density, ?I , and the cor-

responding transverse flows near the separatrix are plotted */£'

time, can be treated as a confirmation of the existence of con-

ditions which ensure the negativeness of the effective diffusivi-

ty Djr. In this case, the asymmetry of neutral scattering causes

a flow in the direction corresponding to the effective diffusion

with Dw > 0, so that the flow reversal (I^x'< 0) nay witness

for the change of a sign of the effective diffuaivity.

VII» Summary and Discussion

Thus, using the simple model as an example, v/e have develo-

ped the mechanism of exciting the self-sustained oscillations in

the divertor plasma, which are accompanied with significant va-

riations of plasma parameters near the collector plates and with

bursts of radiation from the divertor volume. Thin aechanisz:, be-

ing in a good agreement with the results of cuaputer modelling

• for the reactor parameters, is connected with specific features

of the transport of particles and energy in the edge plasjaa, and

it does not rely on any SfflD instability. The main ground.3 for the

self-sustained oscillations are)

(i) the presence of a sufficiently dence plasma in the divertor

region, which localizes the neutral particles near the tar-

get;

(ii) ambiguity of the one-dimensional steady states of the plasma

and neutral gas, which leads to discontinuities in the S

dependence of the parameters;

(ill) the negative values of the effective particle diffusivity

across the magnetic field, connected with specific features

of the neutral component transport in the edge plasma.
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Apparently the similar дэспап1зт could cause, or at least

trigger, the experimentally observed regular oscillations in the

divertors of the present devices. Additional research, both the-

oretical and experimental, is necessary Tor the final judgement.

ITote howevt-i* the qualitative agreement between the calculation

results and the experimental data. Moreover, as shown in Sec.V,

the perturbations of the plasma and neutral gas parameters due to

self-sustained oscillations can be conveyed in the toroidal di-

rection. (This circumstance is also in accordance with the results

of experiment jTeJ , where the toroidal rotation of the enhanced

radiation zone was observed*
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.io Meridianal cross-section of the dlvertor layer.

fig.2. Geometry of the edge plasma model.
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Fig.J. Electron temperature at the target T^ as * function of

N for tbe different values of input parameters. ^=0.32

(1), 0.5(2), 0.65(3), 1.15(4), 1.6(5), 2.5(6) kW/« 2.

The analytical dependence, Eq.15 is shown with the dashed

line. The prised numbers mark the low-temperature bran-

ches of the corresponding curves. The analytical depen-

dence for the INTOR-lUce parameters - 0^=1 kW/cm ,

I*x37O cm, Siny=0.05 - is also shown (7) for comparison.
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SinY-0.06

QtS.un.

Jig.4. Plasma, 1^(1,2), and neutral, P^, (3,4) prcesures vs NT

for different q^ raluest q
o
 a 0.65 (1,3), 2.5 kW/cm

(2,4).



7lt4Oacm

ig.5. N* dependence of Щ (1,2), A (3) aad Cjj (4) for different

parameter values: L a 46 cm, q^ - 2.5 kW/cm2 (1) and

L = 96 cm, q^ • 1.15 kW/cm2 (2,3.4).
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t'2.4 ms t '4.4/ns

Fig.6, Oscillations of electron temperature
 l
S

Cfi
 neutral densi-

ty» $&$
 aXi
^ plasma density, n^

 t
 at the target, as well

as mean danslty, ff
 f
 in tiie core, аз obtained from 2-D

computations. The neutral density profiles at the target

plate corresponding to different instants are shown at

the top.
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Pig.7. Temporal evolution of the neutral density profile at

the target in the course of the oscillations.

:&-'•••

Fig.8. Oscillation dynamics in the (s, T?) phase space. 1*2,5

are the order numbers of the cycles of oscillations.
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?ig.9. Oscillation pattern of power radiated from the divertor

volume (Qg/Qg) and power delivered to the target with

charged particles

cnS.ua

Pigj.10. Time dependence of the N gradient and the particle flows

leaving the core (the total flow,

flow, l£ x )).

, and the neutral
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